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About This Game

Good or Insane? The choice is yours.
Following the Apocalyptic end to the Postal Dude’s week in Paradise, we follow him and his insane pitbull Champ as they

emigrate to its appropriately named sister city, Catharsis. Unfortunately, due to the Global Economic Meltdown, psychotic left-
wing “Green” extremism and hypocritical Government corruption, it turns out Catharsis isn’t a much better place to live.

What path will you choose when faced with the antics of a hypocritical scheming Mayor? A berserk cartoon mascot with Al
Qaeda ties? A former Vice-President’s cadre of Eco-Zealots? How about Gay Segway “biker” gangs, and a sociopathic cult

leader Uncle with nuclear ambitions? Will you give in to your base instincts and fight fire with gasoline? Or will you rise above
it to become something more, to serve and protect your fellow citizens from the rampant insanity of our modern society?

Key features:

Edgy, satirical Running With Scissors sense of humor

A world of twisted parody inspired by real people, events and philosophies

Large, detailed, interactive environments

Crazy POSTAL style Vehicle gameplay

NPC’s react to your behavior in a variety of surprising ways
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Multiple story paths determined by your behavior

Celebrity characters: Super porn star Ron Jeremy, Village People Cowboy Randy Jones, Internationally hated film
director Uwe Boll and Playboy Playmate Jennifer Walcott

Appearances by other popular Running With Scissors character franchises: Krotchy, Champ and the Postal Babes, who
will fight along side you (or sometimes against you!)

Insane new gameplay including the Helper Monkey, Grenade Cats and the BadgerSaw

Kill Uwe Boll! (or save him!)
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Well, for one thing the controls are just awkward. I had to double click everything with a little black pointer, but I had to use the
mouse to look around. So I'd end up looking at a wall while trying to click one of the objects.
And the ending is just bad. Very bad. Any semblance of subtlety the game had going for it (not a lot) was ruined in the last
minute of the game. It just spells out everything with some white text on a blank background.
Save your two dollars for taco bell or something.. Its Dam Good. Can't even play the game, freezes in the tutorial. Very bad
optimization. It literally freezes in the exact same spot in all graphics settings (Low-Cinematic). It currently unplayable until this
is fixed. It looks really good imo but if I can't play it then there is no point in having it...

CPU: AMD FX(tm)-8320 Eight-Core Processor, 3500 Mhz, 4 Core(s), 8 Logical Processor(s)
GPU: Nvidia GTX 1060 6GB
RAM: 16GB. Great game to play with a group of 3+ of your close friends. If you haven't played the board game before, it will
take you 10 minutes to learn the basics of the game and the rest is just resource management and worker placement. It's a great
board game and this is a great port of it.. Worth it on a sale, but I'm hard-pressed to recommend this otherwise. It does a really
good job of tickling that nostalgia bone for old school adventure gamers, but it does quite a number of things terribly. Tedious
walking, a ton of unnecessary detail that just takes up time and adds little to either the atmosphere or the story, and a protag that
likes to hear himself talk without actually saying anything of substance. There's also nothing impressive about the writing itself.
The characters are bland, the dialogue could be much better, and the story's lackluster. The voice acting's kind of decent,
especially for an indie production, but it's hard to ignore some very spotty moments, like that Chinese "cab driver", etc., that I
could have done without.. This is a small tileset pack that will add some dungeon elements to your world, not enough to make a
whole game. As the name suggests, it's focused more on environments carved out of stone, mines, and volcanic-themes. Having
a similar artstyle as the Halloween, Evil Castle, Sci-Fi tileset and Royal packs,it works with them for some world-building. Thus,
it's not advised as a stand-alone.. Best Pop bubble game :D. Nice art, nice music. But the game is too short. I reached the real
ending after 10 minutes. It's not as good as what I hope. But I still support you. Try your best next time.. Was an amusing grind..
really cool puzzler that uses XOR gates
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It's well made and incredibly charming. It's good to see a game with an upbeat protagonist and bright colors after every other
title races to be as depressing and hard (sorry, "classic") as possible, especially if it fits in under 30MB. I hope there'll be a
sequel.. this game is actually enjoyable with a fast pacing and good story, good voice acting, repetitive but fun hog scenes and
easy mini games. however its also buggy, glitchy broken mess and constantly crashes. i could hardly finish because of these
technical problems and this hog game is hardly playable.. Picked this up in the Steam sale and whilst it does appear to be a little
lacking in features, it is quite fun to play - especially on the rare occasions when you manage to produce a 5 star vintage and
rake the cash in! I do hope that the developers keep updating the game though as I feel that the replay value at the moment may
be a bit low.. Bought this game and now its free to play. I had quite a good time playing this game, the premise was quite
interesting.
Discovering all the different types of humonculi girls you can make and the death ways was quite flavorful!
Getting the pacifist achievement and other options in the game play with what is morally sound versus what faust is trying to
achieve. The artystyle is very cool! It definitely gives this game its own distinct feel.. GODDAMN IT CABE

10/10

the dev's feet are kinda on the wrong side,lol go fix it please
part 2 and 3 pls dun be gaben. Dark souls with farts and burps. Civ 5 is one of my favorite strategy games.

There is almost no feeling in a video game quite like beating your arch nemesis after 20 hours of struggle and then calmly
checking who's next on your list of "soon to be lampshades". Civ 5 surprisingly can make your heart race when you are at war
with your rivals, especially when they are much stronger than you, but that makes beating them all the more satisfying as well as
taking care of the underdeveloped untermeschen with 50 megatons of nuclear\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. The
Enigmatis series is a trilogy of games with a connected storyline. I enjoyed the first game to some degree, and really liked the
second game in the series, and this third entry was pretty good as well. Given that it is a Hidden Object Game (HOG), and that
the genre is notorious for terrible storylines which solicit eyerolls by the minute, the Enigmatis trilogy has a pretty decent plot.
It's not good by most standards, but as far as HOGs, it is the creme de la creme from what I've come across.

While the storyline is the clear standout from other HOGs (and I do NOT recommend playing the third game without at least
playing the second game or it will be rather confusing), it has other positive aspects as well. It is visually appealing, albeit not as
impressive as, say, the Grim Legends games, and its sound and voice acting are adequate. The puzzles are pretty nice, though I
still say Grim Legends has the best of those as well. If you haven't played the Grim Legends games and like HOGs, play them. If
you're still starved for more, the Enigmatis trilogy is the second-best HOG series I've found to date. I hope to find others that
are pleasant as well.

One final note: the bonus chapter in this game is a pointless prequel, much akin to the pointless prequels in the first two games
of the series. It felt like an obligatory set of events rather than an interesting set of events. When I know what's going to happen,
it's less exciting.... Three hours into the game and it's starting to get annoying. Some puzzles are much too easy, some don't seem
at all logical and some are just tedious (the Skip button is becoming very useful), and basically you do stuff when you see there
is something you can do, whether or not you understand why you're doing it. Also, one hidden object scene instructed me to
pick an item I need to return to a gate when I had not even seen the gate in question yet. How are you supposed to pick the item?
Clicking everything randomly, of course. I suppose I'll play this through, bit by bit, but I'm not expecting it to get any better. I
cannot recommend this, so I'll have to vote No, although something in between would be more accurate.
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